MAKING CHEESE

Did you know that it takes 10 pounds of milk to make 1 pound of cheese?

Name: __________________________  Date: __________________________

Directions: Read the problem carefully
Calculate how much milk is needed OR how much cheese will be produced
Show your work

Arizona Dairy Farms produced 750 pounds of milk, how many pounds of cheese will this make?

Answer: ________________

Arizona Dairy Farms produced 855 pounds of milk, how many pounds of cheese will this make?

Answer: ________________

Arizona Dairy Farms need to provide enough milk to produce 47 pounds of cheese, how much milk do they need to provide?

Answer: ________________

Arizona Dairy Farms need to provide enough milk to produce 63 pounds of cheese, how much milk do they need to provide?

Answer: ________________
MAKING CHEESE

Did you know that it takes 10 pounds of milk to make 1 pound of cheese?

Name: ___________________________ Date: __________________

Answer Key

Arizona Dairy Farms produced 750 pounds of milk, how many pounds of cheese will this make?

Answer: 75 pounds of cheese

Arizona Dairy Farms produced 855 pounds of milk, how many pounds of cheese will this make?

Answer: 85.5 pounds of cheese

Arizona Dairy Farms need to provide enough milk to produce 47 pounds of cheese, how much milk do they need to provide?

Answer: 470 pounds of milk

Arizona Dairy Farms need to provide enough milk to produce 63 pounds of cheese, how much milk do they need to provide?

Answer: 630 pounds of milk